We need to Sat City Folks Right

Why House Adopted AAA and OPA Rule

The House has adopted two of the major ideas in the federal farm program. House Banking Committee Chairman William W. Blackney made it clear in his report for the Ohio Banking Committee, which is now under consideration.:

1. The Federal government would be responsible for the regulation and administration of the whole farm program.
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The House has also adopted a resolution calling for the establishment of a Federal Farm Bureau, which would be responsible for the regulation and administration of the whole farm program.
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credit will help you carry out your plans, come in and talk with us. all credit transactions are on a confidential basis—and the rate is low.

if you want to repair your machinery, purchase new equipment, buy feed and fertilizer, increase your live-

stock; if any financial assistance is needed to increase the production of your farm, we invite you to come in

discuss. it is simple and easy to borrow from us.

farm loans

pressing need for pulpwod

"... take the case of a division manager. he is paid $1,000 a month, he is entitled to receive about $1,000 in allowances for food, rent, clothing, personal expenses, etc. let's say that his cost of living in the city is $300 a month. he is paid about $200 a month on the farm in the country. let's say this farmer is a division manager who gets $1,000 a month. he is entitled to receive about $1,000 in allowances for food, rent, clothing, personal expenses, etc. let's say that his cost of living in the city is $300 a month. he is paid about $200 a month on the farm in the country.

pressing need for pulpwod

1. make sure line is not in use before placing a call

2. be careful not to interrupt if line is being used

3. keep calls reasonably short so as to not monopolize line

4. allow an intermission between calls so your neighbor can use the line, too.

5. replace receiver after a call. one receiver "off the hook" ties up the entire line.

6. always remember that sharing a party-line thoughtfully and courteously means better service for all.

michigan farm news

michigan enforcement liability for farmers

by alfred bellwalt

the various forms of casualty insurance for farmers is one of the types of protection which we take for granted. it is not always remembered that these insurance forms are only one of the various methods of protection available to farmers. there are others, more and more important, which are not as well known.

the following is a discussion of the various forms of casualty insurance for farmers and the benefits they provide.
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**What is Limeroll?**

LIMEROLL was not brought out as a temporary substitute for eelworm powder during this war period. It is a distinctive compound with a number of more efficient method of accomplishing an old practice. We believe that LIMEROLL survives the present war period and will continue to be of practical value after the war, and in turn it is intended to be marketed at a price which will enable a farmer to use it in a more economical way. A man who will be familiar with the old argument of gristle dust versus gristle dust is, in that condition, the end of the eelworm, and one step further in turning earthworm powder夺取地自 soil favorables.

**Phenix Growers**

Complete in itself and ready to use. Just put it out where rats can steal it. Crush for mice. Will not harm human beings, cats, dogs, livestock and poultry, but it is quick death to rodents. Conforms with all U. S. Bureau of Agriculture and U. S. Dept. of Agriculture formulas.

**Salvage Fertilizer and Other Paper Bags**

Empty paper bags now used as containers for fertilizers are strong demand by the Army and Navy. They are also in demand by the farmers who want to use the same bags for the actual services in the field. The demand from the Army, Navy, and farmers for the empty paper bags is so great that these bags are now being issued in quantities to meet the demand.

**Classified Ads**

Classified advertisements are usually in the following categories: one cent per word for one edition. Ads to appear in two or more editions will cost $1.00 per centum in waste paper for shipment to Mich. of waste paper will be sold to dealers at 4 cents per pound. Ads to appear in two or more editions.
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ALLOW COPPER FOR BULL RINGS BUT FEW MADE

ALTHOUGH copper is sometimes used for bull rings, it is not generally considered as suitable. The use of this metal would require a substantial amount of it and would involve the manufacture of bull rings which are usually made of steel. The availability of copper in large quantities has never been a major concern.

Community Farm Bureau Activities

ELK/RIVER, Monroe—We do our best to promote the spirit of cooperation among farmers. Our activities focus on the development of community spirit and cooperation among farmers. We organize events that bring farmers together to share knowledge and support each other.

REESE, Marquette—We are working to improve the community through cooperation. We organize events that promote the growth and development of the community. Our activities include the promotion of local agriculture and the support of farmers.

GAINES, Casco—We are dedicated to cooperation among farmers. We organize events that promote the growth and development of the community. Our activities include the promotion of local agriculture and the support of farmers.

CUTLER, Manistee—We are working to improve the community through cooperation. We organize events that promote the growth and development of the community. Our activities include the promotion of local agriculture and the support of farmers.

WHEATFIELD, Ingham—We are dedicated to cooperation among farmers. We organize events that promote the growth and development of the community. Our activities include the promotion of local agriculture and the support of farmers.

PLATTEVILLE, Mich—We are working to improve the community through cooperation. We organize events that promote the growth and development of the community. Our activities include the promotion of local agriculture and the support of farmers.

UFIELD, Clinton—We are dedicated to cooperation among farmers. We organize events that promote the growth and development of the community. Our activities include the promotion of local agriculture and the support of farmers.

FAIRBANKS, Alpena—We are working to improve the community through cooperation. We organize events that promote the growth and development of the community. Our activities include the promotion of local agriculture and the support of farmers.

AGENTS

The Insurance Department of the Michigan State Farm Bureau has many agents for agents for agents. We do not sell policies through agents. Our agents are independent contractors who are responsible for the sale of insurance products. We provide training and support to our agents to ensure that they are well informed about our products and services.

UNICO CATTLE SPRAY

Guarantees Livestock Comfort

The new and superior Unico Cattle Spray is effective and safe for use in the livestock industry. It is a scientific blend of a specially refined, deodorized, quick-acting, non-staining, and non-poisonous material. It is used to protect livestock from various pests and diseases.

Kills Flies the Safe and Sure Way

This new Unico Fly Spray is a scientific blend of a specially refined, deodorized, quick-acting, non-staining, and non-poisonous material. It is used to protect livestock from various pests and diseases.

FERTILIZED Crops Pay!

FARM BUREAU FERTILIZERS have what it takes to produce profitable increases in yield per acre. They help you get more out of your land, so your Farm Bureau fertilizer dealer and order now for the following crops:

- CORN
- BEANS
- POTATOES
- ONIONS
- CABBAGE
- CELEBRITY
- TOMATOES
- GARDENS

Maintaining the highest standards for quality and service, we offer a variety of fertilizers to meet the specific needs of your farm. Choose from our wide range of products and enjoy the benefits of fertilized crops at your fingertips.

ACT NOW!

Lime your soil fields now—do your part in greater production towards all out war effort.

FRANCE AGSTONE has been aiding production successfully for over twenty-five years.

Your Local AAA Committee or Elevator Can Supply Your Needs

THE FRANCE STONE COMPANY

MONROE, MICHIGAN
Junior Farm Bureau

By Miss MARGARET PEASE

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION

CONFERENCE

Miss Oona, Louisi., president of the American Farm Bureau Federation, went to the American Life and Casualty Insurance Co. of the United States, Washington D.C., where she was announced as the new Secretary of the Conference of Chicago, April 17, 1951. She will also attend the next Conference of the year on the safe side—get the facts.

Payment Coverage. It carry is State Farm Mutual’s low-cost Medical and its Farm Bureau services, Inc., Lansing.

FARM BUREAU SERVICES, INC., LANSING, MICH.

WHO PAYS

If a "Sweet Rider" is injured?

Everybody’s chattering about these days! Seen, pro-
tected,尔目. for McLeod’s Sweet Rider. The word is out, rea-
orts Medical Protection Co. pays medical, hospital, and funeral expenses up to $50 or $100 a person for horse or "Sweet riders" as well as other farm household. By all means get the full facts on this valuable coverage— ask your Agent.

SEE YOUR LOCAL AGENCY WITH LANSING NEWS FREE TO Farm Bureau Companions.

DAD-SON FARMING HAS ESSENTIALS

The Junior Farm Bureau has come to the fore in this part of the state and is now in a position to make it pay. Dad-son farming has been a necessity for the past 10 years, but it is not going to work in the future.

A letter was written by a local farmer, J. J. Schmidt, to his son, R. W., who is in the middle of a new farm business. The letter said:

"Dad, I’ve been around the world and I have seen the best of farming, but there is no other place like home. Just think of all the advantages of farming as a business. You can have a good time and make a living."

The letter continued:

"I think you’d better come home and join the Junior Farm Bureau. It will help you get started."

The letter was signed:

"Your old man, J. J. Schmidt"

SHARVAHOSE CO.

MILKMAKER 32% protein will balance home grains to produce more milk. We Like Those Folks Who Help Themselves

UNICO DUSTS and INSECTICIDES

Farms Bureau insecticides and dusts are available at your present Farm Bureau dealers. Don’t wait — NOW is the time to get them.

COPPER BULSHC

BHELGIUM COPPER LINE

BONDED COPPER SULFATE SULFUR DUSTS INSULABLE COPPER DUSTS (Equivalent to U.S. Standards)

We Can Also Supply Combinations of These Dusts FARM BUREAU SERVICES, INC., Lansing.


dusts can’t be sprayed. Spottles of Mrs. Laura C. Johnson and Mr. 80 year old Lynne of Charlotte, Michigan, are among the first to use them. A very few farmers are using them now. A very few farmers are using them now. A very few farmers are using them now.
**Food Problems During and After the War**

**The war has changed many things.** Food has frequently been rationed and prices have fluctuated. More than 100 countries have been affected by war. The total value of goods manufactured has increased from $300 billion in 1939 to $1 trillion in 1942. But the war has also led to increased demand for food, particularly for grain. The United States has been a major food exporter, sending food to countries in Europe and Asia. The war has also led to increased demand for meat, dairy products, and other food items.

**In the Pacific Northwest, the farming and fishing industries have been severely damaged by the war.** The war has led to a reduction in the number of farmers and fishermen, and the cost of food has increased. However, the war has also led to increased demand for food, particularly for military personnel.

**Dairy farmers across the nation are mobilizing now to prevent chaos, confusion, and depression after the war.** Dairy farmers are working together to ensure that milk and cream are available to consumers. They are also working to prevent surpluses and price crashes after the war.

**Conclusion:** The war has led to significant changes in the food industry. The demand for food has increased, and prices have fluctuated. However, dairy farmers are working together to ensure that milk and cream are available to consumers. They are also working to prevent surpluses and price crashes after the war.